ANALOG TALKING WATCHES
Models 101079, 101080, 101081, 101082 Setting Instructions

Keys: TL = Top Left button
BL = Bottom Left button
TR = Top Right button
BR = Bottom Right button

(Near the “10”)
(Near the “8”)
(Near the “2”)
(Near the “4”)

YOUR WATCH MAY ARRIVE WITH THE TALKING VOICE IN SLEEP MODE TO PRESERVE THE
TALKING BATTERY LIFE. TO ACTIVATE THE TALKING FEATURES, PRESS AND HOLD THE TL
BUTTON FOR 5 SECONDS UNTIL YOU HEAR A BEEP. THIS WILL TURN THE TALKING FEATURE
ON. If you want to turn the talking features off altogether in the future, press and hold this TL
button again for 5 seconds until you hear a beep.
Setting Analog Time:
1) Remove the protective plastic tab, by gently pulling out the stem.
2) With the stem pulled out, turn it to adjust the hour and minute hands to the desired
time.
3) Lock in this time by pushing in the stem. The analog time will NOT advance if the stem is
not pushed back in. DO NOT turn the stem unless it’s pulled out, as this will damage the
watch.
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Setting Talking Time:
1) Press the TL button (Mode). “Set time” is announced.
2) Next, press the BL button, to adjust to the hour. AM and PM will be announced.
3) To set the minutes, press the BR button.
4) Once done, do not press any buttons, waiting approximately 10 seconds, until the watch
“beeps.” This indicates the talking time has been set.
Announcing the Current Time:
1) Once the time is set, simply press the TR button and the current time will be announced.
Setting Talking Date
1) Press the TL button (Mode) twice. “Set date” is announced.
2) To set the date, press the BR button repeatedly to advance to the correct date.
3) To set the month, press the BL button repeatedly to advance to the correct month.
4) Once done, do not press any buttons, waiting approximately 10 seconds, until the watch
“beeps.” This indicates the talking date has been set.
Announcing the Current Date:
1) Once the date is set, simply press the BR button to hear the current date.
Setting the Year
1) Press the TL button (Mode) three times. “Set Year” is announced.
2) To set the year, press the BL button repeatedly to advance to the correct year.
3) This talking watch supports years 2011-2059. If you go past the year you need, you
must continue all the way through “59” before you can start back at “11.”
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Setting Alarm Time:
1) Press the TL button (Mode) four times. “Set Alarm Time” is announced.
2) Next, press the BL button, to adjust the alarm hour. AM and PM will be announced.
3) To set the alarm minutes, press the BR button.
4) Once done, do not press any buttons, waiting several seconds, until the watch “beeps.”
This indicates that the talking alarm time has been set.
Confirming Alarm Time
1) Press the TL button (Mode) five times. “Set Alarm” is announced.
2) Press the TR button to hear the current alarm time.
Turning the Alarm On or Off
1) Press the TL button (Mode) five times. “Set Alarm” is announced.
2) Press the BL button to turn the alarm on or press the BL button again to turn the alarm
off. The watch will respond with “Alarm On” or “Alarm Off.”
Turning the Hourly Announce On or Off
This feature allows the watch to automatically announce the top of each hour.
1) Press the TL button (Mode) five times. “Set Alarm” is announced.
2) Press the BR button to turn the announcement on or off.
Changing the Alarm Sound
1) Press the BL button to change between a rooster crow and a beep for the alarm sound.
BATTERIES:
 Only a professional jeweler should change these batteries. Jeweler tools and expertise
are required to best service these watches and ensure batteries are correctly changed.
 These watches require two batteries:
o CR2025 for the talking voice and SR626SW for the analog hands
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